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1. Foundation

3. Proficient

2. Intermediate

4. Chartered

T H E  C H A R T E R E D  P R O F E S S I O N A L  I N  I S L A M I C  F I N A N C E  

The Chartered Professional in Islamic
Finance (CPIF) is a professional
qualification leading to the attainment
of the CPIF professional designation,
aiming to develop future leaders in the
Islamic Finance industry.

The CPIF qualification is set to produce
candidates who are ready to deliver
quality professional services in today’s
financial sector. Candidates will develop
a breadth of knowledge and skills,
enabling them to take on wide-ranging
responsibilities as universal Islamic
finance professionals.

The CPIF qualification has two tracks,
CPIF (Banking) and CPIF (Takaful),
which candidates may choose based on
their career aspirations. There are 4
levels in the progression to become a
Chartered Professional in Islamic
Finance:



Assalamualaikum & Greetings CIIF members,

Goodbye 2021 and welcome to a fresh new year 2022! 

The start of a brand-new year is an opportune time to reflect on

our progress for the past one year. Whether we have achieved

the goal we set earlier in the year or fall behind from our target,

there is always a lesson to be learnt in every endeavour. It has

been a mix of a challenging and triumphant year. With the

administration of the National COVID-19 Immunisation

Programme that was deployed since the beginning of the year

2021, the whole nation was able to move towards a normalized

life. Nevertheless, the new normal is not what we are used to

have before. Living amidst the pandemic requires adherence to

strict Standard Operating Procedures (SOP). Online

engagements and working from home are now a norm rather

than an exception. Even as new variants emerged, we are now

more prepared to continue with our daily routines. 

The year 2021 however, ended on a low note with the discovery

of the new Omicron variant. Here in Malaysia, many parts of the

Klang Valley and Kuala Lumpur suffered from flash floods in

December causing landslides, extensive damages to dwellings

and loss of belongings, not to mention loss of lives. The streak

of bad weather continues to 2022 and extended to other parts

of Malaysia causing disruptions not only on personal lives but

economic activities too. What we see happening right now, not

only in Malaysia but also natural disasters happening around

the world, demonstrated the importance of addressing the

effect of climate change. Taking care of the environment is

ordained in the Quran and is also one of the principles of

Islamic finance which must be emphasized now more than

ever. What has been happening in recent days pointed yet

again to an important fact that the environment has long been

neglected for the sake of development and it is no surprise that

managing the risks of climate change has been the focus of

regulators of late.
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LOOKING BACK TO 2021

If 2020 was the year we had to adapt and develop innovative ways to continue our

business, 2021 was the year we fully embrace technology as a tool to operate under

the new norm. 2021 was the year the CIIF went fully online; for meetings, events,

talks, training and exams. In addition to the main event earlier in the year, which

was the launch of the Chartered Professional in Islamic Finance (CPIF) programme,

among other activities that were successfully conducted online during the 3rd and

4th Quarter of 2021 were the Chartered Fast-track Masterclass (CFM) Cohorts 2 & 3,

online participation with organizations like Malaysia Institute of Accountants in their

Islamic Finance Forum, Emnes Event in their Islamic Fintech Forum as well as the

CIIF’s own events such as the 2nd CPIF Scholarship & Bursary 2021 Open Day, the

CIIF Talks, the CIIF staff training and CIIF Continuous Professional Development

(CPD) programmes for members. 

The CIIF onboarded the second batch of CPIF candidates from FWD Takaful in

September 2021 as well as awarded thirteen more scholarships and bursaries to

deserving candidates. We have also completed the development of the CIIF

Learning Management System (LMS) which we call iCIIF and is at the tail end of

testing our own online exam management system called the CIIF iScore. With

these, the CIIF is in a good position to continue serving our members wherever they

are and in any situation. 2021 also saw the completion of the CIIF Anti-Bribery

Management System (ABMS) and its full implementation. This marked another

milestone achieved in strengthening the CIIF governance framework as the CIIF

celebrated its 6th anniversary on 6th November 2021. In addition to that, another

International Chapter Representative (ICR) was appointed for Qatar. This is the third

ICR appointed after the appointment of ICR for Pakistan and Indonesia earlier. This

will mark a start of more engagements with potential members in the middle

eastern region.  For all that the CIIF managed to complete and achieve in 2021, the

CIIF are most grateful to the supports given by all CIIF members, CIIF Grand Council,

partners, affiliates, as well as stakeholders; AIBIM, MTA and MIBA.

WHAT'S AHEAD FOR THE CIIF?

As we now operate under a condition of evolving Covid-19 variants, the CIIF must

continue to be agile in riding future challenges posed by any upcoming pandemic

or economic situation. Our members can be sure to look forward to exciting

activities in store for 2022 such as talks and CPD programmes on topical subjects.

2022 will also see the CIIF holding a conferment ceremony for its chartered

members who were onboarded through the CFM and CPIF pilot batches

throughout 2020 and 2021. This will be done in conjunction with the signing

ceremony of Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with various institutions. Do

watch this space for more announcements on this event! The CIIF is excited to

embark on collaborations with various institutions from this year onwards to spread

the reach of the CPIF professional qualification.

As we move towards our 7th year, we remain committed to be an advocator of

professionalization of the Islamic Finance industry while serving the development

needs of our members. Our focus for 2022 will be on fintech, Value-Based

Intermediation for Takaful (VBIT) and climate change. We also have plans in place

for a symposium to be organized sometime later in the year. Again, watch this

space for more news on this. 
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With the appointment of three ICR in 2021, the CIIF is putting in place plans for the

establishment of the CIIF international chapters and we strongly invite especially

members in Indonesia and Pakistan to come forward and work together towards

realising this mission. Barring travel restrictions, the CIIF Masterclasses will also start

to be conducted internationally in 2022. 

As we start the new year on a moderate note, we wish to extend our gratitude to our

members who have supported the CIIF all this while. To those affected by the

pandemic and the recent floods, our deepest sympathy goes to all of you. We at the

CIIF are always open for discussions on any assistance you may need on your

membership matters to relieve your plight. Our team will continue to work

relentlessly to ensure the welfare of our members are taken care of and the stability of

the CIIF and the development of future talents in Islamic Finance continues. A review

of our strategy and business model will be underway to face new challenges ahead.

We will keep our heads up and press on.

Last but not least, we are constantly looking for ways to “level up our game,” therefore,

we welcome feedback from members in making your journey a great one! Do contact

us and share your ideas at marketing@ciif-global.org in return for a surprise gift from

the CIIF!

Meanwhile, stay safe and have a good year ahead!

Dr. Azura Othman, CPIF
 Chief  Execut ive  Off icer
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C I I F  H I G H L I G H T S

We are pleased to announce that those who
have completed the Chartered Professional in
Islamic Finance (CPIF) are granted TBE
Exemption from the Malaysian Takaful
Association (MTA). 

What is TBE?
TBE is an entry qualification for all those who
intend to be registered Takaful agents in the
financial services industry promoting Takaful
products and services. It is a compulsory
qualification to enhance the competency and
professionalism of Takaful agents.

For more information on the CPIF, please
contact our team at Programmes@ciif-
global.org or visit our website at www.ciif-
global.org.
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• Official (virtual) launch of the CPIF professional qualification on 6th January 2021

• Establishment of the CPIF Management Fast-track Pathway through the introduction
of the Comprehensive Assessment Paper (CAP)

• Implementation of CIIF’s Programme Accreditation scheme with on-going
accreditation work with both local & international institutions, namely Islamic Banking
and Finance Institute Malaysia (IBFIM), International Centre for Education in Islamic
Finance (INCEIF), Universiti Kuala Lumpur (UNIKL), and Brunei Institute of Leadership &
Islamic Finance (BILIF)

PROGRAMMES:

MEMBERSHIP:

GOVERNANCE:

1

2

3

• Formation of two (2) subcommittees of the Professional Education and Assessment
Committee (PEAC), namely the Examination Committee, and Accreditation and
Exemption Review Panel (AEP) 

• Implementation of the Anti-Bribery and Corruption Management System (ABMS) and
establishment of the CIIF’s Governance framework, which includes the launch of the
Institute’s inaugural Integrity Day and subsequent declaration and signing of the
Integrity Pledge by all CIIF’s employees. This is followed by a session on ABMS done for
the Grand Council

• Soon to be established Audit and Risk Committee (ARC) and Nomination and
Remuneration Committee (NRC)

INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS & ENGAGEMENT:4

• Establishment of the CIIF’s International Chapter Representatives (ICR) for Pakistan,
Indonesia, and Qatar

• Launch of the Institute’s live online webinar series, #CIIF.Talks, including organizing the
Institute’s inaugural online panel discussion entitled “ESG and Islamic Finance:
Challenges & Opportunities”

• Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signing between CIIF and Universiti Utara
Malaysia (UUM) on the proposed collaboration for the development of future talent for
Islamic Finance

• Potential MOU between CIIF and the Tanzania Institute of Bankers (TIOB) on a potential
delivery of the CPIF qualification and admission of CIIF members

• Letter of Intent (LOI) exchange between CIIF and International Islamic University of
Malaysia (IIUM) on a future collaboration through the signing of MOU

• Letter of Intent (LOI) exchange between CIIF and The Chartered Institute of Bankers of
Nigeria (CIBN) on the proposed collaboration on the revision of CIBN’s professional
Certificate in Islamic Finance



5 July 2021

The importance of ESG/sustainability in
today's business context
Key trends in sustainability
 Comparison between ESG and Islamic
finance
The way forward for the Islamic finance
industry

Alizakri Alias (Board member of IHH,
Sime Darby Plantation, and Astro)
Azura Othman (CEO of Chartered
Institute of Islamic Finance
Professionals)
Ahmad Shahriman M. Mohd Shariff
(CEO of CIMB Islamic Bank Berhad)
Muazzam Mohamed (CEO of Bank
Islam Malaysia Berhad)
Nik Shahrizal (Risk Assurance Partner,
PwC Malaysia) – Moderator

The 1st #CIIFTALKS FOR 2021 featured
prominent figures in the Islamic Finance
fraternity, imparting their opinion and
thoughts on Challenges and Opportunities
in ESG & Islamic Finance. Key topics
covered by the panellists included:

The lively panel discussion featured the
following esteemed panelists and
moderator from the Islamic finance
industry:

Amongst the topics discussed are the
aspects of ESG, what it entails and how it is
linked to Islamic finance. The session
acknowledged the increased awareness,
especially among the new generation, and
the growing demand for ESG. It was also
unanimously agreed that the adoption of
ESG will bring immense benefits to
consumers and investors, and not to
mention, to the preservation of
environment. 

Many concepts and insights were shared during the
session on methods to elevate the industry while
remaining resilient during the pandemic. Attendees
received in-depth perspectives on the opportunities
that can bring Malaysia forward in the financial world
with the adoption of ESG and the importance of data.
The presence of prominent industry players from
banks and other organisation are extremely
impactful in conveying insights while invoking ideas
amongst the attendees on possibilities that can be
attained.

More #CIIFTALKS coming this year! Stay tuned! 

C I I F  E V E N T S  
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7 July 2021 

The CIIF once again opened the application for the CPIF Scholarship
& Bursary programme in 2021 for eligible candidates with the
support of FWD Takaful for the second year, this year. Graduates
with excellent academic backgrounds were encouraged to utilize
the CPIF Scholarship and enroll in the CPIF (Takaful) programme
and underprivileged graduates can take advantage of the CPIF
Bursary programme to enroll for the same programme. To kick off
the initiative for 2021 our team organised a virtual open day and
shared the details on the scholarship and bursary program with the
participants. 

A total of more than 50 participants from higher institutions, private
students, and financial organisations attended the virtual open day.
Candidates were selected according to a set of eligibility criteria and
interviewed by a panel of experienced Takaful practitioners. 
 Covering a wide range of subjects such as Shariah, Structuring
Products, Enterprise Risk Management, Strategic Management,
Legal and Governance as well as Audit and Compliance, among
others, the program has been carefully developed with inputs from
the industry’s finest leaders and experts. The CIIF has gone to
extraordinary lengths to incorporate various strategies and joint
efforts with leading industry organizations to further elevate the
quality, impact, and benefits of the program. 

This initiative was taken to elevate the Takaful sector with highly
competent talents - nurturing them from young to build a pipeline
of future leaders. 

Stay tuned for more updates on the CPIF Scholarship and Bursary
programme for 2022! It's coming really soon!   

C I I F  E V E N T S  
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YBhg Dato’ Syed Moheeb Dato’
Kamarulzaman was re-elected as CIIF
Grand Council
Mr. Elmie Dato’ Hj Aman Najas was re-
elected as CIIF Grand Councillor
Messrs. PricewaterhouseCoopers PLT
was re-appointed as CIIF Auditors of
the Company for the financial year
ending 31st December 2021
Special Resolution: Proposed
Amendments to the Constitution of the
company

The CIIF 5th Annual General Meeting
(AGM) was held on the 12th of August 2021
via Zoom. The AGM was led by the CIIF
President, YBhg. Dato Badlisyah Abdul
Ghani and the CIIF CEO, Dr. Azura Othman
along with the rest of the Grand Council
members of the CIIF.

The 5th AGM was attended by the CIIF
management, CIIF members of all levels,
and the Grand Councillors of the CIIF. 

It was an interactive session where
members were given the opportunity to
ask questions and provide suggestions for
the betterment of the CIIF. Thank you to all
members who have attended the AGM.

See you in the 6th AGM! 
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Name: Dr. Akhmad Affandi Mahfudz

Email: icr.ind@ciif-global.org

Contact number: +6281298984993

As part of its global outreach initiative, the CIIF is proud to introduce the CIIF International Chapter
Representatives!

The International Chapter Representatives (ICR) were selected among CIIF members in the
respective countries. The establishment of a CIIF International Chapter in these countries will be a
start towards bringing the CIIF and its professional qualification, Chartered Professional in Islamic
Finance or CPIF, to the international market. With this initiative in progress, Islamic Finance
professionals in these countries can enjoy the benefits CIIF has to offer to accelerate their career
growth.

We would like to call upon all our members in these countries to come together and be part of the
steering committee to form the country's chapter. Do contact the ICR team for more information.

Name: Dr. Irum Saba

Email: icr.pak@ciif-global.org

Contact number: +923214777728

Indonesia Pakistan

Name: Mr. Hani Kallil Mangat

Email: icr.qat@ciif-global.org

Contact number: +97455649583

Qatar

C I I F  E V E N T S  
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To start off our CPD programme for
2021, we have invited a renowned
speaker in Islamic Finance, Dr.
Mohamed Ashraf Iqbal, one of our
chartered member, to share his insights
and knowledge on the topic of
Transforming Work to Worship.

This session allowed the  participants to
explore an appreciation of the
relationship between work and worship.
This one-day programme specifically
looked at the comparison between
secular and Islamic worldviews of work.

We received excellent reviews and
feedbacks from attendees who
attended this programme and they
were very appreciative of the content
shared. 
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The programmes were facilitated by Mr
Chong Jin Yoong from Ogos Learning.  Both
programmes provide an insight into the
digital disruptions facing the banking and
takaful industries. Two sessions were done,
one specifically touching on issues affecting
the banking industry and another one was
conducted later for the takaful industry. The
participants took away many insightful
information on alternative fundraising
channels that includes crowdfunding and
traditional equity fundraising, the use of
blockchain and smart contracts, among
others.

C O N T I N U I N G  P R O F E S S I O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T  ( C P D )  

THANK YOU to all the participants, for
taking time off your busy schedule to be a
part of our programme today! Stay tuned as
we will be bringing you more exciting topics
in the near future! 

Interested to be a part of this programme?
Contact our Programmes team at
Programmes@ciif-global.org. 
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The Chartered Fast-Track Masterclass (CFM) is a practical opportunity for qualified and experienced leaders in
Islamic Finance to gain professional recognition from the Chartered Institute of Islamic Finance Professionals (CIIF).
The CFM provides an opportunity for participants to explore Islamic Finance's meta-perspective to ensure its noble
intentions are matched by its actual outcomes as experienced by customers, society, and all of creation.

Between the years 2018 and 2021, more than 100 participants have successfully completed the programme, with 13
of them being conferred the “Fellow Chartered Professional in Islamic Finance” (“F.CPIF”) title, and more than 90
being conferred the “Chartered Professional in Islamic Finance” (“CPIF”) title. 

Amidst the pandemic last year, the CIIF managed to organised 3 CFM programmes with attendance from various
financial institutes including OCBC and FWD Takaful. 

Congratulations to the second and third cohorts of the CFM 2021 on your great achievement! Well done!

Thank you to those who have participated, and we hope this masterclass has been an eye-opener on the state of
Islamic Finance and how to move the industry forward.

For more information on our Chartered Fast-Track Masterclass, please contact our team at membership@ciif-
global.org or info@ciif-global.org.

C I I F  P R O G R A M M E S  



Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA) held the
Islamic Finance Conference 2021 on the 27 and 28 of
October 2021. The Chartered Institute of Islamic
Finance Professionals (CIIF) is proud to be one of its
supporters as this Conference curates the latest
developments, tools, and technologies in Islamic
finance that support business recovery and economic
sustainability while protecting the most vulnerable
segments of society.

The presence of two of our Grand Councillors, Dr. Siti
Muawanah Lajis and Dr. Ahcene Lahsasna who became
moderators was the icing on the cake!

Thank you for representing the CIIF! 

The president of the CIIF, Dato Badlisyah Abdul Ghani
was a moderator at the CLEAN POWER & NEW
ENERGY 2021 Conference which will took place from
the 12th to the 13th of October 2021. Our president was
present alongside many notable experts in the industry
as they share insights on Finance and the renewable
energy sector.
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C I I F  E V E N T  C O L L A B O R A T I O N S

https://www.facebook.com/Ahcene-Lahsasna-111790313644985/?__cft__[0]=AZX3isfZmrTZDUUT-P-qRF2-DkJvBUReWgd8FunTRBzOyzx_NgOYPj8YlayqsXHse4UtE8SeeY2mXqjgalMHuxd01c9qmuhDbPLtT-PZXoEJ_GYz3CENnDDCVLq0jXJ5ps0eRjIb-66_BOCvQiODH44rLe8Xr3Wm7glNnwmJAh3NkA89AFtcWcCt6XqIxywdIPXAVJlfAV3vKORkvWCp4bI1YkGZ7b8wMWjVI85mg1FAgg&__tn__=kK-R


Our CEO, Dr. Azura Othman was a panellist
at the World Bank - WB/IMF Tax Virtual
Conference, yesterday and spoke about
zakat and international tax issues. She was
one of the panellists alongside other
prominent government officials and subject
matter experts from all over the world
where she shared about the concept of
Islamic wealth tax or Zakat from the Islamic
worldview. The virtual conference also
discussed the different challenges in
taxation of income and wealth and the
experience of governments of developing
countries in implementing tax policies to
reduce income and wealth inequality.

Well done Dr. Azura for representing
Malaysia!
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C I I F  H A P P E N I N G S



All of us at the CIIF is fully vaccinated!
 
Malaysia started our vaccination program in March 2021, where the Malaysian
government started preparing the right system in place to efficiently deliver the
vaccine to the rakyat on a mass scale. The PICK programme which was
implemented in four stages aimed to vaccinate 80% of Malaysia's adult population to
achieve herd immunity and prevent further spread of the COVID-19 disease. 
 
The CIIF team took advantage of this and ensured that all our employees received
the vaccines on time! We are happy to report that all of our employees have
completed their vaccination as part of our commitment to support the
government's effort in eradicating the spread of the COVID-19! Thank you to the
management team for supporting the employees and ensuring they are able to
receive their vaccines with peace of mind! 

Next is to ensure that all of us receives the booster jab! Stay safe everyone! 

Well Done CIIF! 
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Over the past 1 year, the CIIF has been embarking on
strengthening its governance framework and part of
the task included working on our Anti-Bribery
Management System (ABMS).  ABMS isis designed to
help companies prevent, detect, and respond to bribery
incidences. The standard also includes compliance with
laws, regulations, and other voluntary commitments.

Towards the end of the ABMS session, our Legal &
Governance, in collaboration with the HR team,
organised a virtual Integrity Day for all CIIF’s employees.
The objective of this day is to promote strong moral
principles to all employees which include doing the
right thing, ethical practices, and trustworthiness
through the CIIF Policy and Procedures. This event is
also part of the implementation of the CIIF’s Anti
Bribery Management System (ABMS).

Invited speakers from SIRIM, En Azhar, and Ustaz
Mohammad Izzat Naqib were also present to share
their knowledge on the integrity and to share their
knowledge on the implementation of ABMS for CIIF as
an organisation! We are grateful for their guidance and
for the knowledge shared throughout our ABMS
implementation journey. We will ensure that CIIF
moves forward in our quest to uphold the highest level
of integrity and to ensure the organisation is complying
with the requirements of ABMS. 

The highlight of the moment was the recitation of the
integrity pledge by the team! The team also had a light
moment by enjoying a virtual tea break together! We
each had our meal ready and mingled online –
embracing the new norm! 

We hope with the implementation of the ABMS,  the
team can walk the talk and uphold the moral principles
of Shariah and policies in place in becoming a trusted
body for Islamic Finance professionals.
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R E A L  I N T E G R I T Y  I S  D O I N G  T H E  R I G H T  T H I N G ,
K N O W I N G  T H A T  N O B O D Y ' S  G O I N G  T O  K N O W
W H E T H E R  Y O U  D I D  I T  O R  N O T . ”

 –  O P R A H  W I N F R E Y
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The CIIF held a virtual Yassin and Tahlil recitation on
the 18th of August 2021, for Allahyarham Datuk Seri
Ahmad Zaini Othman, Grand Councillor of the CIIF
who passed away on the 15th of August 2021, and for
other CIIF members, who recently passed away. Du’a
was also made for everyone who has lost a family
member and is going through a difficult time due to
the pandemic.

The ceremony was led by the Ustaz Dr.Zamihan Al-
Ghari and attended by the Grand Councillors of the
CIIF, CIIF Management staff, Members of the CIIF, and
family members of the deceased. Thank you to all
members who attended the session. 

May Allah SWT accept all their good deeds, forgive
their sins, grant them the highest place in Jannatul
Firdaus. Al-Fatihah.

Indeed to

Allah we

belong and

to Allah we

shall return
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The CIIF would like to extend our utmost congratulations to the following recipients of the Chartered
Professional in Islamic Finance (CPIF) Scholarship and Bursary for the year 2021: 

C I I F  H A P P E N I N G S  

Abdul Rahman Mahedin

Saiful Akmal Suhaimi

Muhammad Hanif Mat Tajri

Azren Marzuki

Izazi Afifah Ismail

Fatin Syahirah Ahmad Safrin

RECIPIENTS OF THE SCHOLARSHIP 2021

Siti Hawa Mohd

Muhammad Nur Aiman Nasarudin

Mohammad Farid Yahaya

Azief Abdul Razak

Ainurshuhada Mohamed Naim

Elengeswaran C.Ehambaranathan

This year, the CIIF has awarded scholarships and bursaries to deserving recipients selected from a highly
competitive pool of students. We are proud to honour these remarkable young adults. All the best in pursuing
Chartered Professional in Islamic Finance (CPIF) for the year 2021! 
 
Stay tuned for more updates on the CPIF Scholarship and Bursary 2022! 
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There are many things in life that we
take for granted as truths, simply
because that is just how it has always
been. On the one hand it allows us to
function more efficiently but on the
other had it locks us into path
dependency. In this mode of thinking
we are always looking for reasons as
to why we must not or cannot change
rather than why we must change,
until something shocks the system. 

An example of something shocking
the system is Tesla. It has turned
everything that the auto industry held
as inviolable truths, upside down. As a
result, Tesla’s valuation has rocketed
passed a trillion dollars, making it
more valuable than the next top 6 car
companies combined and 3 times
bigger than Malaysia’s GDP.

Another example of something
shocking the system is the 2008
financial crisis. The long-held
justification for short selling was that
it was an effective way for price
discovery and jurisdictions that did
not allow short-selling was seen as
backward. Yet in Sept 2008 as the
financial crisis was unfolding, the first
thing that several European countries
and the US did was ban short selling.
These are cases of truth giving way to
reality; and this situation has been
mentioned in the Quran “…it is
possible that ye dislike a thing which
is good for you, and that ye love a
thing which is bad for you…”  

One of the 

truths that the

pandemic has

upended in the

authors' opinion

is the concept of

Time Value of

Money (TVM). It

is something

that had always

been taken as a

truth until the

discussions 

on loan

moratoriums

came to the fore

One of the truths that the pandemic
has upended in the authors' opinion is
the concept of Time Value of Money
(TVM). It is something that had always
been taken as a truth until the
discussions on loan moratoriums
came to the fore. With it, the
discussions on modification losses,
being the difference between the
present value (PV) of the modified
contractual cash flows against the PV
of the original contractual cash flows,
and then the permissibility of
charging customers for this difference
so the banks are fully compensated. In 
simple terms, this is akin to giving a
loan, and then when the borrower
asks for more time to repay, an
additional charge is imposed on the
borrower. 

While there is clear textual evidence
on the permissibility for taking time
as a factor in pricing, that is not the
same as putting a price on time,
which is what TVM does. There is no
issue about selling a thing for the
price of $10 to be paid on the spot or
$20 to be paid a month later.
However, the analogy does not carry
over to the value of money; for
example, to exchange a $10 note for
10 $1 notes today or for 20 $1 notes a
month later is usury (riba), and this is
exactly what TVM does. TVM creates
an equivalency of a future sum of
money to the value of money today. 

C I I F  A R T I C L E S

[1] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ssucYoYtYE
[2] see reaction in 1997 when Malaysia charged Credit Lyonnais for short selling
[3] Quran 2:216
[4] Al-Kasani (Hanafi) in Bada’i`i al-Sana’i`i: “The price may be increased based on
deferment.”
Ibn Rushd (Maliki) in Bidayat al-Mujtahid: “He has given time a share in the price.”
Al-Nawawi (Shafi`i) in Al-Majmu`: “Deferment earns a portion of the price.
‘Ibn Taymiyah (Hanbali) in his Fatawa: “Deferment takes a share of the price.”
[5] His book was the first book found with interest tables in it for loan selection.
[6] Jones, Thomas W and Smith, J. David (1982) “Historical Perspective of Net Present
Value and Equivalent Annual Cost,” Accounting Historians Journal.

By Dr. Mohamed Ashraf 
Chairman Of Waafi Bank Ltd 



The big questions therefore are, was
TVM a concept practiced at the time
prior to and during the time of the
Prophet PBUH? Was it really a
medieval practice sanctioned by
canon law or is it a post 1582 Simon
Stevin invention? Certainly Eugene
Von Bohm-Bawerk’s (1884) Positive
Theory of Capital did get the ball
rolling, but if all schools of thoughts
(religious, political, philosophical,
economics) all banned or criticised
usury, then where did TVM emerge
from? For this, I borrow heavily from
Jones and Smith (1982)[2].

The original concept was Equivalent
Annual Cost (EAC), an engineering
concept developed by A.M.
Wellington in 1887 to evaluate
alternative choices in locating
railways. Irving Fisher’s The Rate of
Interest (1907) was the first to use Net
Present Value (NPV) in finance. In
1930, Wellington’s main source of
reference, Engineering Economics by
Eugene Grant, was first published
with extensive discussions on capital
budgeting. Whereas in the world of
Finance, asides from a mention in
R.H. Coarse’s 1938 article, there was
hardly any mention of TVM until 1950
when two articles appeared,
discussing the Internal Rate of Return
(IRR) concept. TVM only went
mainstream in the world of finance in
the 1960’s with Bierman and
Schmidt’s 1960 book The Capital
Budgeting Decision and followed by
Charles Herngren’s Cost Accounting:
A Managerial Emphasis in 1962.   

In fact, in 1938 J.F. Ebersole, after
examining 757 cases on file at the
Harvard Business School, concluded
that “the interest rate is not viewed as
an important problem by business
management; the interest rate is
seldom considered as a factor in
entrepreneurial decisions of business
to expand of contract and is a
controlling factor in a negligible
number of instances.” 

To quote J.M Keynes in his General
Theory of Employment, Interest and
Money (1936) “I was brought up to
believe that the attitude of the
Medieval Church to the rate of
interest was inherently absurd, and
that the subtle discussions aimed at
distinguishing the return on money-
loans from the return to active
investment were merely Jesuitical
attempts to find a practical escape
from a foolish theory.

But I now read these discussions as an honest intellectual effort to
keep separate what the classical theory has inextricably confused
together, namely, the rate of interest and the marginal efficiency of
capital. For it now seems clear that the disquisitions of the
schoolmen were directed towards the elucidation of a formula which
should allow the schedule of the marginal efficiency of capital to be
high, whilst using rule and custom and the moral law to keep down
the rate of interest.”In a sale with delayed payment, there is no doubt
on the permissibility of taking time into consideration of the deferred
price, but we can’t take that and reverse it although it looks just the
same. TVM puts a price on time PV = FV/(1 + i/n)^(n*t); which in effect
say: that future amount of money is equal to this present amount of
money after taking into account the effect of time, interest and
compounding periods. Taking time into account of price and putting
a price on time “time value of money” may look very similar, so we go
back to Quran 2:275 which reads: ... they say, 'Trade is like usury (riba).
' God has permitted trade, and forbidden usury (riba). 

In effect, the widespread adoption of TVM is a new concept  and it
makes money which on its own is sterile to be treated as if it was
fertile. In the words of Sheikh Yusof Qardawi “Money does not give
birth to money.” 
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Islamic fintech refers to new technologies
that are capable of enhancing the ways
Islamic financial services are delivered. These
technologies include artificial intelligence,
biometrics, blockchain, distributed ledger,
5G, internet of things (IOTs), robotics,
quantum computing etc. The wider
accessibility to internet in recent years and
the outbreak of Covid pandemic have
accelerated the advancement of these 4th
Industrial Revolution technologies to disrupt
traditional financial services, operations,
business models and customer engagement.

Trends and Development 

As of year 2020, Islamic fintech has reached
the size of USD49 billion, experiencing an
annual growth of 21%, and is expected to
reach USD128 billion by year 2025. This
development is indeed commendable when
compared with the performance of
conventional fintech which is growing at 15%
annually. Notwithstanding this, in terms of
transaction volume in comparison with its
conventional counterpart, Islamic fintech is
yet to make a formidable impact as it
presently commands a mere 0.72% share of
the global fintech market.

Development of Islamic fintech varies from
country to country. A lot depends on the
state of readiness of enabling institutions
such as the legal and regulatory frameworks,
innovation and creative centres as well as
talents. According to DinarStandard, as of
2020 there are 93 Islamic fintech companies
in the world.

They are predominantly in financing
services, followed by wealth management
and funding. Indonesia is leading with the
most companies offering Islamic fintech
(i.e. 31 companies), followed by the US,
UAE, UK, and Malaysia. Islamic fintech
operators’ presence by region, SEA has 62,
MENA-GCC 58, Europe 51, North America
18, South & Central Asia 17, MENA-Other 12,
and Sub-Saharan Africa 7. 

In terms of transaction volume effected
via Islamic fintech in 2021, DinarStandard
has ranked Saudi Arabia, UAE, Malaysia,
Turkey and Kuwait as the top five OIC
countries. Collectively, these five markets
make up 75% of the OIC Islamic fintech
market size. Saudi Arabia is leading the
pack owing to its largest regional financial
services and Islamic finance (IF) market,
its strong government and regulatory
support for entrepreneurs and presently
the second largest outward remittance
market in the world. The UAE is ranked
second based on its progressive
regulatory environment which provides
greater access to capital. Meanwhile,
Malaysia remains as an important
destination for Islamic fintech operators,
leveraging on its comprehensive fintech
ecosystem. This comprises supportive
legal and regulatory environment, strong
market for Islamic financial services and
abundant talents. To this end, the tech
community regards Malaysia as a “great
place” to set up an Islamic fintech
company.

C I I F  A R T I C L E S
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Covid pandemic was a boon for
fintech to surface and flourish. The
pro-longed pandemic effectively
functioned as the test bed for app-
based fintech to gain consumers’
confidence and thereby
transforming the way of life. It is
therefore not surprising that post-
covid, fintech will become the
prevailing mode of doing businesses
and financial transactions. 

Gaps

Out of the world’s population of 7.6
billion, the World Bank in 2019
estimated that there are 1.7 billion
retail customers and more than 200
million potential micro, small, and
medium enterprises (MSME) that are
categorised as unbanked. According
to the Global Findex Report, bank
account ownership is so much
higher in high-income economies
i.e. at 94%, in comparison to barely
37% in developing countries.
Geographically, close to 75% of the
world’s unbanked population lives in
developing economies, with the
highest hot spots found in Asia (i.e.
India 20.8%, China 11.6%, Indonesia
5.6%, Pakistan 5.2%, and Bangladesh
3.7%). Meanwhile, the unbanked
population residing in Muslim
populated countries makes up a
hefty half of the world’s unbanked
population. In monetary terms, the
World Bank’s estimate of the
potential revenue in this unbanked
retail and MSME market to be
around USD200 billion.

The United Nations Development
Programme of the UN works with
170 countries to eradicate poverty
while protecting the planet.  In order
to achieve its Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) an
aggregate investments of USD5-7
trillion annually until 2030 is
required. Based on the IMF’s
estimate, developing countries face
an annual funding gap of USD2.5
trillion in meeting their SDGs. This
funding gap represents only 15% of
developing countries’ GDP and thus
underlines the need for additional
investment required in health,
education, and basic infrastructure
(roads, electricity, water pipes, and
sanitation services). 

How can the gap be closed? Fintech
can be the catalyst, capable of
adding an estimated USD3.7 trillion
to the GDP of developing countries
by 2025, says the McKinsey Global
Institute. To achieve this, some SDGs
can be commercialized, combining
profitability with social impact and
incentivizing fintech providers to
take the lead in increasing financial
inclusion. Financially inclusive
activities can help fulfil several SDGs
which are related to financial
independence and close the
inequality gap. 

While many challenges of the SDGs
could be resolved through fintech
and financial inclusion, there
remains a large segment of people
who voluntarily exclude themselves
from financial services due to
religious and other reasons. People
that avoid bank accounts due to
religious reasons can be provided
with usury-free financial
transactions based on risk-sharing
principle. Risk-sharing finance
requires that the transaction risk is
borne by both entrepreneurs and
the Islamic financial institutions,
encouraging a partnership-based
approach that develops robust
businesses and eventually leads to
an increase in the wealth of related
individuals and MSMEs. 

Implications to Islamic Finance (IF)
Professionals

Covid pandemic has affirmed the
arrival of fintech in almost all aspects
of people’s lives. With the ubiquity of
mobile phones, it is highly likely that
post-Covid going forward, most
financial transactions will continue
to be performed via app-based
platforms. In such scenario, Islamic
fintech is well-placed to drive the
Islamic finance industry to its next
phase of evolution and opportunity.
What would then be the
implications to IF professionals?

Presently, Islamic fintech
development tends to shadow the
advancement of its conventional
counterpart

The pro-longed

pandemic

effectively
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the test bed for

app-based
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The next urgent issue is the long
neglected unique proposition of IF i.e.
risk-sharing finance. Several factors
have led to the low take-up on risk-
sharing finance despite its potency in
resolving financial exclusion.
Regulations, technology, expertise and
will-power have been the key
inhibiting forces. The main concerns
are trust and risk. Good news is the
necessary technologies have arrived to
alleviate those concerns. Blockchain
technology is capable of functioning
as the trust machine. Psychometric
models can replace credit scoring
which had excluded those without
debt history. Psychometric
assessments would function as an
indicator for behavioral finance.

Risk-sharing model operates on pro-
active/ex-ante risk management. It
requires an investment type of risk
management framework, not the
traditional credit risk management.
Therefore, having a large pool of risk
experts becomes essential. The rapid
rise of fintech could support those
unique risk management needs and
thereby accelerate the financial
inclusion of the MSMEs previously
excluded in risk-transfer system. Risk
transfer is defined as the shifting of risk
from one party to another.  Examples
include the use of credit
enhancements such as Wa’ad,
collateral and guarantees as
conditional requirements imposed on
counterparties as part of the financial
contracts. The main objective of these
credit enhancements is to effectively
shift the risks of one party to the
counterparty with or without the
knowledge of the latter. The rationale
for the origination of credit
enhancements is believed to have
been motivated by the need to
achieve the same effect of
conventional products. 

An example of fintech based risk-
sharing finance is the issuance of
retail low-denominated risk-
sharing securities through app-
based crowd funding platforms. 

By Dr. Siti Muawanah
Lajis, CPIF

CIIF  Grand Counci l

Examples are the use of IOTs to
enhance consumers’ experience, data
analytics to enable directed push
technology marketing, mobile wallets
to replace physical wallet and
payments interface that enable real
time interbank peer-to-peer (P2P) and
person-to-merchant transactions.
Islamic fintech however is somewhat
ahead in the social finance realm
following the demands for online Zakat,
Waqf and Sadaqat transactions.
Feedback by the fintech community on
the lukewarm attitude of the IF
community points to the narrowly
defined scope of IF. Often, it is confined
to the Islamic banking, takaful and
Islamic capital market. As a result, other
sectors such as halal, logistics, health,
blue and green economy are
underexplored. 

With regards to skills, the CEO of
microLEAP (a P2P microfinancing
platform) in October 2021 said that in
the case of Malaysia, “it needs to
improve the technology (tech) side in
order to drive Islamic fintech. There is
enough talent pool in the fintech
industry in terms of Shariah knowledge.
What is still lacking is those in the tech
field.” He added that “there is huge
demand for Islamic fintech in Malaysia
and there will be more demand once
people know exactly what Islamic
fintech is and what it can do.”

The Halal Development Corporation
(HDC) of Malaysia too shared similar
stance. “The adoption of technology
has become a challenge, not just for
fintech companies but also those in the
halal industry. IF professionals need to
expand their efforts and continuously
educate the people and the MSMEs to
ensure greater awareness of fintech’s
existence and benefits.” HDC’s
engagement with the MSMEs revealed
the latter’s lack of knowledge on what
fintech actually is. As such, reaching out
to the non-financial sectors would be
an urgent matter to address. With
heightened awareness, IF professionals
would help to create the demands for
Islamic fintech in those sectors. 

How risk-sharing investment
works is well explained in the
Investment Account Guideline
issued by Bank Negara
Malaysia on 10 October 2017.
For better understanding, it
should be read together with
the Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQ) in Investment
Account issued in July 2016. In
conclusion, IF professionals
need to expand the breadth of
their competencies beyond
contract structuring or legal.
Comprehension of emerging
technologies coupled with
good understanding of
macroeconomics is essential. 
 A well rounded IF
professionals are necessary to
lead the long awaited dawning
of risk-sharing finance.
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I have often pondered whether the art
of professionalism can be learnt simply
by undergoing expensive courses and
becoming absorbed into an industry. It
has become apparent to most of us that
too many modern “professionals” in
recent times have betrayed their clients’
trust, both individual and corporate, by
behaving in a manner that is devoid of
any sense of professionalism. While
their numbers are few in relative terms,
the actions of these individuals have a
magnified negative impact on the
reputation of their profession as well as
their peers, who actually practice high
degrees of professionalism in their work
and do not deserve to be viewed less
favourably by the public. So being a
professional does not, in turn, mean that
one will be professional in terms of
conduct. Indeed, one need not be a
professional to practice professionalism.
It is also true to say that many times the
lack of professionalism may not be due
to malicious behaviour which sets aside
the sense of responsibility and duty, but
the lack of knowledge or training in how
to behave professionally. The question
then arises on how to instil and
inculcate this exceptional quality in a
person; there are no universal answers
to this, but perhaps part of the solution
is to begin by adopting good habits
during one’s formative years in
education. 

To earn the right to be called a
professional and to practice one’s
trade as a full-fledged member of
an organisation of professionals,
in most cases a candidate may
embark on many journeys to gain
experience, to seek knowledge
and to acquire the requisite sets
of skills. Throughout these
journeys, the candidate will
undergo education and training
to develop into a prospect that
companies would want to hire.
Acquiring a qualification which
then leads to employment in a
chosen vocation or field, the
candidate would also apply for
membership to join the relevant
professional organisation and,
depending on the organisation
and profession, may be required
to undergo further education and
training in order to develop into a
full-fledged professional in the
related industry. 

Take for example, the legal
profession. A law student in the
United Kingdom will go to an
institution of higher learning to
read law where, upon graduation,
he may decide to become either
a barrister or a solicitor. 

C I I F  A R T I C L E S

By Abdul-Samad Saadi
CIIF Member



If he decides to become a barrister, then he would
undergo further training under the Bar
Professional Training Course (previously known as
the Bar Vocational Course); if he decides to
become a solicitor, he would be trained under the
Legal Practice Course. Whichever he decides to
choose, he will be expected to learn all the aspects
of the professional path chosen and equip himself
with the skills and knowledge necessary to
become well-versed in his vocation, which will be
regulated by the respective professional bodies,
such as the Law Society or the Bar Council. In
becoming a professional lawyer, the student will
need to understand and abide by the relevant
professional codes of ethics and conduct, for
instance, a solicitor in the United Kingdom must
abide by the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct. Indeed,
such a code or other similar guidelines are part of
the core of any professional organisation which
aims to provide its members with the full support
that they require. 

Having such a code or guideline, supported and
enforced by a regulatory body, is an indication of
the importance of conducting one’s self
professionally. Yet, having a code of conduct may
not necessarily imbue a professional with the
capacity for professionalism.  n fact, the art of
professionalism goes beyond the mere adherence
to any code, guideline or legislation. Indeed, Tom
Reilly (author of Value-Added Selling, McGraw-Hill,
2003) stated: “Just as calling oneself a professional
does not make one a professional, working in a
profession does not make one a professional.” 

To demonstrate the above statement, take for
example the work of a waiter. A waiter may not be
considered a professional in the traditional sense,
but the way in which he conducts himself and
executes his functions may be deemed as being
professional in terms of conduct. This waiter may
display high levels of efficiency, high degrees of
courtesy and politeness, as well as an ability to
provide great hospitality to his customers. He may
do this in several ways, for example re-assuring
customers that their food is on the way; showing
expediency in attending to customers’ needs;
expending great efforts to ensure that customers
are comfortable; and perhaps even providing
expert recommendations on suitable beverages to
accompany the main dishes. He is also very likely
to do the simple things very well, such as making
sure he greets customers properly; and he makes
sure that he repeats his performance day after day.
It is clear that this waiter is not simply taking
orders and taking them back to the kitchen. His
overall approach to waiting is demonstrative of his
sense of professionalism, and indeed many
customers would probably leave satisfied with the
quality of service provided, at the very least – the
quality of food, though, is the responsibility of the
kitchen staff, so the waiter should not be made
responsible for whatever comes out of the kitchen
(unless he happens to be the chef as well). 

The importance of the example is to illustrate the waiter’s
commitment to excellence. It is not enough for him to
simply take orders and bring them to the chef – the
sense of dedication to his work and the drive to achieve
are not values which exist in him by design. These, and
other values, are likely to have been inculcated within
him during his formative years. In order to further
develop these values, he needed to be conscious and
take cognizance of their significance by adopting good
habits which emphasized their importance to his
personal development as a person. Habits such as
making sure he greets people properly, standing straight
while maintaining a good posture, practising his
pronunciation and eloquence, and making sure he
listens well in order to develop his focus and
attentiveness. Indeed, Aristotle once said “We are what
we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a
habit.” 

Having good habits, which ought to lead to excellence, is
not quite enough, however. Passion is also a key
component in the art of professionalism. In fact, passion
is required in order to sustain the good habits, especially
if one is only beginning to adopt them. A personal
example is when I decided that I wanted to become an
“What does it mean to be a Chartered Islamic Finance
Professional?” “Learning the art of professionalism before
joining a profession” – Part 1 Abdul-Samad bin Saadi
Where Islamic Finance Professionals Meet 7 www.acifp-
global.org Volume 1 Issue 1 Islamic finance professional. I
knew that I had to rediscover the habit of reviewing my
courses regularly; otherwise I would risk failure in my
examinations. It had been a while since I needed to
review seriously for anything, so I never maintained the
habit. Being someone who is quite relaxed by nature,
sustaining such a strong habit for reviewing courses is
quite a challenging task for me even at the best of times.
However, I had developed a strong passion for Islamic
finance and this proved to be the key factor which
helped to provide the drive within to achieve success. I
knew I needed to review my courses constantly, and I
made sure that I did just that. In addition to my personal
schedule for reviewing, I would get together with my
classmates and almost without fail we would revise
together and provide each other with the support we
each needed to ensure that we gave ourselves the best
chances for success. Though it has become increasingly
more difficult to sustain when one is working in a fast-
paced and challenging environment, my passion helps
me to maintain this habit. 

Thus far, I have highlighted the importance of having a
commitment to excellence by adopting good habits,
which in turn becomes sustainable through passion.
They are by no means the only factors as they only
provide part of the foundation of the art of
professionalism.
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FEBRUARY
CHARTERED CONFERMENT
CEREMONY

March
CHARTERED FAST-TRACK
MASTERCLASS (CFM)
KUALA LUMPUR

June
CIIF 6TH ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

June/July
CFM INTERNATIONAL

YEARLY
CIIF WEBINARS / CIIF CPD
PROGRAMME / CIIFTALKS

November
CIIF SYMPOSIUM 2022

January/May/September
CPIF 2022 NEW INTAKE
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"Verily we belong to Allah, and verily to Him do we return.''
 

We lost six of our dear members including two prominent figures in Islamic finance who are also Chartered
members of the CIIF in 2021. Let us pray to Allah Almighty for them and all of our other members who have
returned to Him to be placed amongst His most beloved servants in the Hereafter and be granted with the
highest ranks in Jannatul Firdaus.

Al Fatihah.

Allahyarhamah Puan Hajah Noraini Che Dan,
Chartered Member of the CIIF, Senior
Independent Non-Executive Director of BIMB
Holdings Berhad, and Independent Non-
Executive Director of Bank Islam Malaysia
Berhad.

YBhg. Datuk Seri Ahmad Zaini bin Othman,
Fellow Chartered Member of the CIIF, Grand
Councillor from 2019 - 2021 and President & CEO
of MBSB Bank Berhad.

CIIF Members who have passed away from 2016 - 2021 

YBhg. Datuk Seri Ahmad Zaini Othman

Ms. Adura Mohd Rawi

Ms. Hajah Noraini Che Dan

Mr. Azmi Mohammad Noor

Mr. Muhammad Hadi Abdullah

Mr. Arif Aminuddin Adnan
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Nina Hazrin
Marketing & Strategic

Communications

Abdul-Samad Saadi
Associate Director

Munira Mohd Zam
Marketing &

Strategic
Communications

Masitah Ishak 
Legal & Governance

Syazwani Yusof
Membership
Operations &

Administration

Sharifah Safwah
Administration,

Secretariat &
Governance

Ain Adilah
Digital  Marketing

Atiqah Zainul
Secretariat &
Governance

Syazmmir Idris
Legal & Governance

Aimi Nadiah
Programmes &

Assessment 

Afif Akbal
Programmes &

Assessment 

Nurul Husna 
Programmes &

Assessment

W e  s a d l y  b i d  f a r e w e l l  t o  o u r  d e a r  c o l l e a g u e s  w h o  h a v e  b e e n  a  s i g n i f i c a n t  p a r t  o f  t h e  C I I F ’ s
d e v e l o p m e n t  o v e r  t h e  y e a r s .  W e  w i s h  t h e m  a l l  t h e  b e s t  i n  t h e i r  n e x t  v e n t u r e !

N e v e r t h e l e s s ,  w e  a r e  h a p p y  t o  w e l c o m e  n e w  c o l l e a g u e s  t o  j o i n  u s  i n  C I I F ’ s  e x c i t i n g  f u t u r e
v e n t u r e s .  W e  l o o k  f o r w a r d  t o  w o r k i n g  t o g e t h e r  t o  s e r v e  C I I F  m e m b e r s !



+603 2632 5880 info@ciif-global.org
marketing@ciif-global.org www.ciif-global.org 

B-01-A-06-1, Level 6, Menara 2, KL Eco City
No. 3  Jalan Bangsar 59200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

@ciifglobalFollow us on


